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EDITING/PROOFREADING 
The Mark of an Expert 

Editing and proofing are the bane of most authors’ writing experiences. Finding an error in an 
already published book is akin to discovering a tarantula in the bathtub. And every writer has had 
that experience. It’s a challenge to deliver the perfect manuscript. Most likely, you will never do 
so. But you should try. 

To be taken seriously as a writer, you must aspire to reach a state of authorship. Isn’t that a 
lovely word? Authorship. What does it mean? It means you are an expert. To achieve this status, 
it is necessary to embrace the craft of writing. This includes producing quality work that 
demonstrates you are serious about being a writer—that you are a professional. The path to a 
quality manuscript is a combination of your expertise and a good editor/proofreader. Find one, 
make them your wingman, and learn what they know.  

Editing delivers the polish—the shine. It is your job to make that happens. If editing and 
proofing are delegated to others and you take no part in it, you will struggle to produce quality 
work. Consider editing an important step on the road to authorship. Always use an editor, but 
invest in the process personally as well. Be a professional writer, an expert at your craft. 

Whether you take time to do all of the steps proposed below is a personal choice. But even if you 
do them all, perfection will elude you. When you find an imperfection in something already 
published, give thanks for print on demand, which allows you to fix mistakes before the next 
book is printed, and take comfort in knowing that errors are the hand of man. 

There are many approaches to editing and proofing. Each writer must find his own path. In my 
book on memoir writing, Capture Life—Write a Memoir, I suggest focusing on specific editing/
proofing requirements on each run-through of the manuscript as you are developing it. Every 
writer is different, but if you are one who goes over and over your manuscript, you might try this 
approach. It can add layer after layer of polish. Here are examples of some of the recommended 
run-through topics on which to focus. 

• Embellish characters: History, skills, physical attributes, speech, perspectives, temperaments, 
grievances, habits, quirks, character, talents, achievements, obsessions, flaws, vulnerabilities, 
strengths, hobbies, beliefs, ethnicity, mannerisms, hopes, regrets, losses, how the person dresses/
moves, how they express themselves, how they influence others, and their way of being in the world. 

• Add descriptive detail: Develop scenes, describe settings, cultures, environments, terrains, 
structures, and possessions. Interject senses: smells, colors, textures, sounds, noises, tastes, and 
temperatures. Describe temperaments, gaits, statures, postures, and how people enter a room. 

• Add dialogue and quotes: Sprinkle these throughout the manuscript. 

• Relate personal experiences to historical events: Reveal the time and place in which the person lived.  
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• Organize stories: Print hard copy of draft and rearrange the stories. Massage the table of contents. 

• Use sentiment: Describe, or better yet show, feelings, spiritual connections, passions, relationships 
with people, animals, nature, and the world. 

• Interject humor: Consider the light side of stories. Keep jokes going by referring to them 
throughout a chapter or in other places in the book like stand-up comedians do. (Don’t overdo.) 

• Tighten up: Remove unnecessary words and redundant sentences and paragraphs. Don’t state the obvious. 

• Incorporate a theme throughout: Introduce it in the first chapter, build it in throughout the memoir, 
and zap it in the ending. (Don’t overdo.) 

• Create transitions: Assure flow from sentence to sentence, paragraph to paragraph, and chapter to chapter. 

• Enhance and improve sentences: Go over every sentence and improve it. Consider the structure and the 
order of sentences in a paragraph. Use variations of sentence structure. 

• Eliminate passive voice where appropriate: This makes the writing stronger. 

• Avoid empty, trite or distracting words: Writers have a tendency to overuse some, any, can, the, 
and all. Eliminate them where possible. In the case of it, they, them, and there, consider substituting a 
more descriptive word. These words are okay to use, but do so judiciously and appropriately. 

• Reconsider adverbs and adjectives: Don’t use unnecessary or redundant adjectives or adverbs. If a 
word ends in ly, consider taking it out. Use words like very, really, rather, perhaps and pretty sparingly. 

• Enhance word selection: Use more interesting, colorful, and descriptive words. If you used a word 
twice in a paragraph, find another one. If you can’t think of the perfect word, put a less than perfect 
one in the thesaurus and see what comes up. Don’t use big words for the sake of using big words. 

• Enhance format: Introduce white space. Break up long paragraphs, indent whole paragraphs for 
emphasis, use bullets, and create lists. Set out dialogue. 

• Check the organization/structure: Print a hard copy and review for flow and rhythm. Make certain 
sequences make sense. Look for a beginning, middle, and end in the book and within each chapter. 
Assure strategic sequencing. 

• Check spelling: Read word by word and syllable by syllable. 

• Check punctuation: Obtain an authoritative source book, such as Strunk and White’s Elements of 
Style and use it to assure consistent application of writing rules. 

• Check grammar: Review for subject and verb agreement, proper tense usage, sentence structure, 
consistency of person and point of view, etc. (Google: point of view) 

• Read the manuscript aloud from a hard copy. Search for errors. 

• Read the manuscript wearing other hats: Pretend you are other people. View stories from their 
perspectives. Read the manuscript from the perspective of your harshest critic: Polish it so it’s 
difficult for that person to effectively challenge anything in it. 
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If you do the following before delivering the manuscript to an editor, it will be impressively clean and 
sharp. Nevertheless, know that the reviewer will find substantial errors (thank goodness for that––another 
layer of polish): 

I.    CONTENT EDITING: 
Examine content, organization, and quality of writing. Consider transitions, rhythm, 
and flow. Read the manuscript at least once from hard copy and once out loud. Also 
read once from the perspective of the reader and again from that of your harshest 
critic. At this point, it is good to engage beta readers (writers willing to read and 
provide input). Make corrections and double check them. 

II.   PROOFREADING: 
Check for punctuation, grammar, capitalization, spelling, word choice, redundancy, 
accuracy, consistency, arithmetic, headings, cross-references, places, names, dates, 
formatting, and style requirements. Proof format and text separately. Make 
corrections and double check them. 

III.  READING FOR ENJOYMENT 
Put on the hat of a reader and read one last time for fun and pleasure. Make changes 
and double check them. 

______________________________ 

       THE FINAL EDIT 

When your book is ready for publication, print a bound proof copy (called galley copy in the 
industry) and review both the cover and the text one last time. Always proof format and text 
separately. Here is what to look for (brace yourself, you will find problems): 

FORMAT: 
Check Setup: 

Margins and Margin Justification 
Header Footer Locations 
Section Breaks 

Check page numbers: 
Flow Properly Throughout 
All Numbers Located in Same Spot on Page 
No Page Numbers on Blank Pages 

Check Chapters: 
Section Breaks/Page Breaks 
All Chapters Start on Odd Page Numbers 
No Header on First Page of Chapters  
Chapter Numbers and Titles Correct and Tied to Table of Contents 
Subtitles Correct 
Font Size Consistency in Chapter Titles and Subtitles 
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Font Style Consistency in Chapter Titles and Subtitles 
Spacing Down Same Spaces to Each Chapter Title 
Spacing Between Title/Sub-titles/Text Consistent on Each Chapter 

Check Headers: 
Chapter Numbers and Titles  
Font Size/Style 
No Headers on Blank Pages 

Check Indents: 
Paragraphs (Avoid tab indents. Set computer to indent automatically) 
Indented Text (Eliminate Tab Indents. Use spaces or ruler to indent.) 

Check Table of Contents: 
Verify Page Numbers (all odd numbers for chapters) 
Table of Contents Titles Match Chapter Titles and Headers 

TEXT: 
Read Aloud/Read by Syllable/Read with Ruler or Highlight As Reading 
Verify Dates, Numbers, Proper Names 
Check for Consistency in Capitalization 
Check Cross References 
Verify That Quotations and Parentheses Are Paired 
Assure There Are No Widows 
Check for Parallel Structure in Series of Multiple Words or Phrases 
Assure There Are No Unintentional Font Size or Style Changes 
Verify Margins and Justification Are Consistent Throughout 
Assure Single Spacing at End of Sentences 
Make Certain All Questions End with Question Mark 
Make Certain Periods and Commas Are Inside Quotes 
Verify That All Paragraphs Have Ending Punctuation (this is a common error) 

If you are determined to re-read until you find no errors, good luck with that. It never happens. 
You will find errors, or at least needed improvements, every time. If you make any corrections as 
a result of editing, double check them. Read the paragraph twice and verify the influence of the 
change on page numbers, chapter breaks, table of contents, and the index. 

______________________________ 

Proofreading skills can be learned. Here are some tips from the experts: 
Put the manuscript aside for a week or so between writing and proofing. 
Read slowly and out loud word by word, or even better, syllable by syllable. 
If you get tired, stop and resume again later. 
Read several times (try reading last chapters or most tedious ones first while you are fresh). 
Proof everything. Don’t ignore page numbers, headers, footers, chapter titles, etc. 
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